Abstract. In this paper, we present a method for pattern such as graphical symbol and shape recognition and retrieval. It is basically based on dynamic programming for matching the Radon features. The key characteristic of the method is to use DTW algorithm to match corresponding pairs of histograms at every projecting angle. This allows to exploit the Radon property to include both boundary as internal structure of shapes, while avoiding compressing pattern representation into a single vector and thus miss information, thanks to the DTW. Experimental results show that the method is robust to distortion and degradation including affine transformations.
Introduction
Given patterns such as symbols of any kind, cursive characters but also forensic elements like human faces, shoe-or finger-prints, recognition or classification can be done using structural [10] , statistical [17] as well as hybrid approaches. In structural approaches, graph based methods have been widely used [10] . They provide a powerful relational representation. However, they suffer from intense computational complexity due to the general NP-hard problem of sub-graph matching resulting from the variation of graph structure with the level of noise, occlusion, distortion etc. In some cases, however, matching optimisation can be obtained, but is strongly based on how the image is described [18] . Besides, structural approaches do not have rich set of mathematical tools [7] unlike in statistical approaches [17] . We therefore emphasise in the rest of this paper on statistical pattern analysis representation and recognition.
Shape representation has been an important issue in pattern analysis and recognition [23, 31] . In this context, features are often categorised as regionbased as well as contour-based descriptors. Generally, contour-based descriptors include Fourier Descriptors (FD) [32, 12] . Contour information can also come from polygonal primitives [1] , or curvature information [3, 5] . In the case of the latter, the shape is described in the scale space by the maximum number of curvatures. Other methods, like Shape Context (SC) [4] or skeleton approaches [33] are based on contour information. In short, contour-based descriptors are appropriate for silhouette shapes since they cannot capture the interior content as well as disconnected shapes or shapes with holes where boundary information is not available. On the other side, region-based descriptors account all pixels within patterns. Common methods are based on moments [28, 2, 13] including geometric, Legendre, Zernike, and Pseudo-Zernike moments. Comparative studies [2, 28] have demonstrated the interest on improving invariance properties and reducing computational time of the Zernike moments [8] . On the other side, to overcome the drawbacks of contour-based Fourier descriptors, Zhang and Lu [30] have proposed a region-based Generic Fourier Descriptor (GFD). To avoid the problem of rotation in the Fourier spectra, the 2D Fourier Transform (FT) is applied on a polar-raster sampled shape. This approach outperforms common contourbased (classical Fourier and curvature approaches) and region-based (Zernike moments) shape descriptors. Region-based descriptors on the whole, can be generally applied. However, high computational complexity needs to be considered. Besides, use of normalisation in order to satisfy common geometric invariance properties introduces errors as well as they are sensitive to noise, eventually affecting the whole recognition process.
Pattern representation must be sufficiently enriched with important information. Moreover, global pattern representation is the premier choice due to its simplicity that avoids extra pre-processing and segmentation process as in local pattern representation. To accomplish recognition, matching is another concern. In other words, feature selection corresponds to the matching techniques, eventually affects the overall performance of the method. For instance, compressing pattern information into a single vector as in global signal based descriptors provide immediate matching, while not offering complete shape information. In those respects, we take advantage of radon transform [11] to represent pattern and DTW is used to match patterns of any size that avoids compressing pattern representation into a single vector unlike the use of R−transform [27] , for instance. The work is inspired from previous works such as 2D shape categorisation [22] , gait recognition [6] , off-line signature verification [9, 24] and orientation estimation as in [16] . We have examined the method over two different datasets: graphical symbol [15] and shape [26] .
The remaining of the paper is organised as follows. We start with detailing the proposed method in Section 2, which mainly includes pattern representation and matching. Section 3 provides a series of tests. In Section 4, analysis of the results are observed or examined and discussed thoroughly. The paper is concluded in Section 5 along with future perspectives.
Method
In this work, we use the Radon transform to represent patterns [11] , Radon based descriptors do not only encode contour information ( [14, 22] , for instance), they also encode internal structure. Radon transforms are essentially a set of parametrized histograms. We apply Dynamic Time Warping to align every histogram for each projecting angle to absorb varying histogram sizes resulting from image signal variations.
Pattern Representation
The Radon transform consists of a collection of projections of a pattern at different angles [11] . This is illustrated in 1. In other words, the radon transform of a pattern f (x, y) and for a given set of angles can be thought of as the projection of all non-zero points. This resulting projection is the sum of the non-zero points for the pattern in each direction, thus forming a matrix. The matrix elements are related to the integral of f over a line L(ρ, θ) defined by ρ = x cos θ + y sin θ and can formally be expressed as,
Following Fig. 1 (c) , for all θ i , the Radon transform now can be described as the length of intersections of all lines L i . Note that the range of ρ i.e., −ρ min < ρ ≤ ρ max is entirely based on the size of pattern.
Since the Radon transform itself does not satisfy invariance properties, we consider the following affine transformation properties to adapt it for recognition. In case of translation, we use image centroid (x c , y c ) such that translation vector is u = (x c , y c ): R(ρ − x c cos θ − y c sin θ, θ). Therefore, translation of f results in the shift of its transform in ρ by a distance equal to the projection of translation vector of the line L (see Fig. 1 (c) ). For rotation, we approximate rotation angle orientation as implemented in [16] . Orientation can be estimated as,
where σ
2 is the variance of projection at θ, µ θ = 1 P ρ R(ρ, θ) and P , the number of samples. If angle of rotation is α, then
. This simply implies a circular shift of the histograms such that it does not require histograms duplication from [0, π[ to [π, 2π[ as in [9] to make rotation invariant. For scaling, we simply normalise histograms into [0, 1] at every projecting angle. Fig. 2 shows radon features for reference, rotation, scaling, as well as degradation instances from a known class of graphical symbol [15] . In all cases, radon histograms from their corresponding sample images are similar to each other. 
Pattern Matching
As explained in Section 2.1, the Radon transform matrix R(ρ, θ) can represent any pattern P. Given two patterns P q and P d , matching can be obtained between corresponding histograms R q (ρ, θ) and R d (ρ, θ). Radon transforms generate different ρ sizes depending on the image contents' size. In order to be able to adapt to these differences in size, we develop the following approach:
Dynamic Time Warping [20] , allows us to find the dissimilarity between two non-linear sequences potentially having different lengths. In radon matrix R(ρ, θ), column refers to the histogram of radon for each projecting angle. Let us say histograms {H θi } i=0,...,Θ−1 (see Fig. 3 ). In this illustration, vertical lines represent radon histograms at every projecting angle. Let us consider two column vector sequences from R(ρ, θ), representing histograms H q and H d of length K and L, respectively.
Then for each element in matrix M, local distance metric δ(k, l) between the events e k and e l is computed. δ(k, l) can be expressed as, δ(k, l) = (e k − e l ) 2 , where
with an initial condition D(1, 1) = δ(1, 1) such that it allows warping path going diagonally from starting node (1, 1) to end (K, L). The main aim is to find the path for which the least cost is associated. The warping path therefore provides the difference cost between the compared sequences. Formally, the warping path is, W = {w t } t=1...T where max(k, l) ≤ T < k + l − 1 and t th element of W is
The optimised warping path W satisfies the following three conditions.
c1. boundary condition: w 1 = (1, 1) and
c1 conveys that the path starts form (1, 1) to (K, L), aligning all elements to each other. c2 restricts allowable steps in the warping path to adjacent cells, never be back. And monotonicity condition forces the path advances one step at a time. Note that c3 implies c2.
We then define the global distance between H q and H d as,
The last element of the K × L matrix, normalised by the T provides the DTWdistance between two sequences where T is the number of discrete warping steps along the diagonal DTW-matrix.
Matching Score Aggregating distances between histograms in all corresponding projecting angles θ i between P q and P d yields a global pattern-matching score, . As shown in Fig. 2 , it is important to notice that there may be significant the amplitude differences between radon histograms, from one sample to another. These amplitude differences are very well handled by the DTW algorithm. In addition, Fig. 4 gives an overview of matching score values of the proposed method to affine transformations, noise addition and stretching. 
Pattern Recognition and Retrieval
We can now use the previously described approach as a global pattern matching score. This score expresses the similarity between database patterns and query. Our problem is: given a set of points S in a metric space M s and a query point q ∈ M s , find the closest point in S to q. Now, we express similarity as,
for the closest candidate 0 for the farthest candidate.
Ranking can therefore be expressed on the decreasing order of similarity. In our experiments, we will distinguish "recognition" (search for the closest candidate) from "retrieval" (where closest candidates are retrieved for a given short-list).
Experiments

Benchmarking Methods
We confront D−Radon method with well-known descriptors: R−signature [27] , GFD [30] , SC [4] and Zernike [19] . For those descriptors, it is important to fit the best parameters. For GFD, we have tuned the parameters, radial (4 : 12) and angular (6 : 20) frequencies to get the best combinations. For SC, we follow [4] . In case of Zernike, we have used 36 Zernike functions of order less than or equal to 7. For radon, projecting range is [0, π[.
Experimental Results
We work on several different datasets in different contexts. However, we primarily focus on A. distorted and degraded symbols in document analysis -graphics recognition and retrieval, and then B. shape retrieval as a CBIR application.
In order to test the robustness of the methods, we work on raw data, no prefiltering (de-noising, for instance) has been applied.
A. Symbol Recognition and Retrieval
GREC2003 dataset symbol recognition contest [15] -In this dataset, we have used the following different categories: ideal, scaling, distortion as well as degradation. Altogether, there are 50 different model symbols. Those symbols are grouped into 3 sets, containing 5, 20 and 50 model symbols. Each model symbol has 5 test images in every category except the ideal one. Ideal test images are directly taken from the set of model symbols and therefore the test is to evaluate the ability of simple shape discrimination, as the number of symbols increases. Since vectorial distortion works only with symbols with straight lines, and not arcs, it is applied to a subset of 15 model symbols. Besides, there are 9 models of degradation, aiming to evaluate the robustness to the scalability with degradation. Fig. 5 shows a few samples of GREC2003 dataset. To evaluate the method, each test image is matched with the model symbols to get the closest model. Experimental results for all types of aforementioned categories of datasets are shown in Table 1 . Note that since there are 9 models of degradations (m1 to m9), there are nine tests in every sample in each set (see Fig. 5 (d) ).
Based on the results from ideal test images, one cannot judge the superiority of the methods. Only running time comparison would be an alternative. For scaled images, R−signature lags far behind. Our method achieves 100% recognition rate while not offering substantial difference with GFD, SC and Zernike. Also, results from test images with vectorial distortions shows identical behaviour as in scaled as well as rotated samples. However, we receive noteworthy differences in case of binary degradations. Overall, D−Radon performs the best of all.
CVC hand-drawn symbol dataset -As in [29] , we have used 10×300 sample images i.e., 10 different known classes of hand-drawn architectural symbols with 300 instances in each. Samples are having distortions, gaps, overlapping as well as missing parts within the shapes. Fig. 6 shows a few samples of it. In this dataset, we aim to retrieve all 300 instances for every chosen query. Table 2 shows the average retrieval rate for all requested short-lists (e.g., top-20, top-40 and so on). Up to top-60, one cannot make decision that which method performs well since there exists no notable differences in retrieval rate. It is only determined after top-60. To be precise, the aim of the test is to evaluate retrieval stability of the methods. D−Radon provides the rate of 86% in top-300 while more than 16% difference (fairly in large amount) has been made with SC. SC lags GFD by approximately 9%. R−signature provides an average results compared to Zernike. Compared to all, D−Radon outperforms. 
B. Shape Retrieval
We have used two different shape datasets [26] : Kimia's Shapes99 and Shapes216. Shapes99 dataset consists of 9 classes, each one is having 11 samples. In another dataset, there are 18 classes and each one contains 12 samples. Fig. 7 shows a few samples of both datasets. As in [26] , we have used the dataset for recognition purpose. For retrieval rate, since there are N instances from each class, we have increased proximity search from 1 to N with the step of +1. In addition, we have tested Bull's eye score [21, 4] . Bull's eye score is the ratio of the number of correct matches up to proximity search space of 2N to the possible number of matches in the dataset. Table 3 shows the experimental results for both datasets. Compared to Zernike and R−signature, our method outperforms with significant difference while it goes almost equally with GFD and SC.
Discussions
We analyse behaviour of the methods based on the key characteristics as well as major challenges of test images. In graphical symbol datasets, samples are distorted, embedded with different levels of noise and even degraded. In particular, there exists missing parts including severe vectorial distortions in hand-drawn symbol dataset in addition to a significant size variation as well as multi-class similarity between the classes. Besides, occlusion exists more in hand-drawn and shape datasets.
Of course, global signal based descriptors are easy to implement as explained in Section 1. However, they are generally not well adapted for capturing precisely small detail changes as well as this tends to make them fault tolerant to image distortions, noise as well as missing parts. We have examined such a behaviour throughout the tests. Considering GREC2003 dataset for instance, for degradation models R−signature is affected from every dot (from noise) due to the square effect (via R−transform). Similarly, SC is affected where the level of noise (see m2 to m7 in Fig. 5 ) is high since it accounts those pixels while sampling. For Zernike, the disadvantage (in particular if high degree polynomials are involved) is the unequal distribution of nodal lines over the unit disk. We have observed the effect in case of degradation models: m8 and m9 in Fig. 5 . Similar situations occur in the CVC hand-drawn symbols. GFD on the whole, provides average results. Those descriptors provide interesting results for silhouette shapes. Considering such datasets, our method performs reasonably better. More specifically, it can optimally handle noisy, degraded as well as distorted samples as well as where internal content is necessary to be considered. Running time complexity is usually high since it uses DTW for matching radon histograms, however it is largely depend on how big the image is. As far as concern to computational cost, the observed average running time for all methods is given in Table 4 . We have used MATLAB 7.8.0 in Linux platform. 
Conclusions
We have presented a method for graphics recognition under document analysis and shape retrieval under CBIR applications. The method is basically based on dynamic programming for matching radon features. The method is quite simple and easy to implement since it is parameter free. Computing radon transform is quite immediate. But the running time complexity lies in matching. However, it could be substantially reduced by using optimised DTW [25] -a step to go further.
